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**The Providing Guidance of the Article for the Regional Planning Journal**

1- **The terms of primary acceptance of Articles**:

1.1 The regional programming Journal due to being special only related subjects {subjects related to programming region and development included the below subjects (cases ),accept the related:

- Village and village planning
- Urban and urban planning
- Ecotourism and cultural deals in the area
- Region and Regional planning.
- Urban and rural management.
- Relations and rural Urban linkage and relative.
- Cooperation , mutal assistance and solid Regional development.
- Urban and rural development
- Social economical characteristics of cities &villages.
- Environmental planning.
- Applied geography & planning
- Regional planning and weather condition
- Urban and rural economy
- Urban and rural migration
- Structures And typology of the area.

2.1. The article should be the result of Analytic and Scientific research of writers and necessarily lead to new science and knowledge. This Journal will welcome the Phd Articles, famous theses and also plans that are independent. This journal also welcome the new theories and methodologies.

3.1. Review Articles some experienced writers and research articles about the subject matter, would be accepted on condition that they are valid enough.

4.1. This Journal would welcome the theorical : Articles that criticize scientific theories: and Theorical models and present the new scientific theories . but about the articles that are presented by students of MA and P.hd with the cooperation of the professors should be mentiond by the :sign of the guide professor and scientific Responsibility and the name of the professor of the Guidance should be mentioned at first.

5.1. The journal doesn’t accept published or translate articles:

6.1. The sent article shouldn’t be published in any in or outside publication . The board of writing expect that writers don’t send their articles to any other publication as long as (until) the acceptance reply ins not sent to them by publication .

7.1. The article should be slunsted grammatically correct. The fotmal language of the Journal is Persian .but the English Article are accepted too.

8.1. In persian text the persian equivalents of latin words school be used as much as possible . and if the persian equivalent isn’t understandable . enough . it is possible by mentioning the number above : The average ,mention the latin word itself in the subtitle .

9.1. the Persian articles should be written by B nazanin 12 and English articles should be written by Times new Roman 12 with Microsoft word based on windows xp. The articles should be written on A4 paper .(with margin from , below right 4 and left 3.5cm. The space between the lines should be in from of single .

2- **The written structure of the articles**:

The accepted articles in the primary level; of acceptance should be complied in below order:

1.2. The structure of the article should be scientifically included. Abstract in English and Persian . (250 – 500 word) key word , statement of problem , body . acknowledgment and thanks , lists if sources ,etc.

2.2. for Persian articles the title of the article should be short and state the subject of the article
It should be written by font B Nazanin 14 the name of the writer should be written by font B Nazanin scientific title or vocational one should be mentioned under the first page of article by font : B Nazanin 10 in articles that have more one writer, mentioning. The name of writer that is in charge of the article is essential in the page of the characteristics of the writers.

3.2. The abstract of the Persian article with font B nazanin , English abstract with black times new Romans 12 and all the titles in the text should be bold.

4.2. for English article , title with font 14 times New roman. The name of the writer with black times new roman 12. scientific title or vocational title with font 12 times. New Romans is mentioned.

5.2. in order to rearrange plans, shapes , we should : below the latin abstract.

A: In order to extract the plans , shapes , etc some other sources , It is important to mention the shapes and plans.

B: each column should have title and unit of the related. If all the numbers of the table have the same unit we can mention the unit in the Title of the table.

C: additional in formation of the title and table of context are presented like below.

Shape and curves of the article.

D: shapes and curves of the article should be original and in high quality and be black &white. The original file of the shapes (p.d.f. Excel. Word) with accuracy of good dpi are presented the image should be clear, readable, with scale of 300 to 500 dpi with appropriate quality, in one of the formats of gif, Pd.f. Jpg.tiff. the size of the fonts specially for the legend curves should be chosen in the way that after getting small the scaled the shap be reachable.

3- The sent articles should include coming sectors:

1.3. The first page : in the certificate page the complete title of the article in farsi and English name and family name of the writers , scientific degree, exact address (zip code, Tell, fax, And Email) . The article in changes, the date of sending in farsi and English . writer in charge of the communication should be mentioned by asterisk.

1.1.3. If financial expenses of the research of providing the article has been supported by an institute. The name of that institute should be mentioned in the serial story /

2.3. The second page of the abstract include the complete title (heading) in farsi , the abstract of article in farsi . the key words (4to6 words) . The abstract shouldn’t exceed 300 words and should state the abstract of the introduction methodology, findings. conclusion.

3.3. It will be appear from the third page of the original text of article .

3.4. The sources page: sources and resources should be mentiond intertextually and also mentioned at the end of the article.

1-4.3. The way of referring in the article should be APA style or Chicago and solid references in the context by mentioning. family name, the year of publication and the page number.

Such as: (Ziary, 1383: 25) or (Tacoll, 1998: 6-7).

For a source with 2 or more writers (Saiedi et al 43: 1388) or (Rondinelli et al, 2003: 6).

2:4.3. In metod of presenting the sources and references at the end of the article.

A: for a book :family name, writer name, or writers the year of publication : the book title the number of volum, the name of publisher time of publication.

The farsi (Persian) sample of the book:

Daneshvar Abdiz, Zohre (2010): An introduction to thories of urban programming with emphasis on urban programming. shahid beheshti publication.

English sample of the book:


B. about the Journal:

 Last name, name of writer or writer (the year of publication). Journal title s. name of Jurnal period. The place of publication. pages.

Persian sample of the Journal:
4. The final condition of accepting the article:
1-4. The sent articles that have the accepting condition will be sent to professional judges in that subjects the honourable judge besides the qualitative evaluation of the articles, would recommend good proposals. The proposal of judge will be sent to the writers of the article completely without any name or place of judge.

2.4. The sent articles after 3 months will be taken out of the archive of the journal for amending (or correcting) and if they didn’t anyrecieve any answer from the writer in the due date (maximum 20 days). Also the rejected articles, the journal has no responsibility about it.

3.4. The journal keep the right to accept or reject and also edition of the article and the sent article never be turned back.

4.4. The responsibility of the correction of the sent articles is in hands of the writer or writers lawfully and the journal is not responsible in any way.

5. Rules of registration and sending article to the journal site:
Professors, students, experts can send their articles based on the following terms to the site management of this address: http://journals.miau.ac.ir/jzpm.

1.5. According to guarantee sheet in the site. The article would be accepted for publication that its context is not sent for or published that its context is not sent for or published in other journal.

2.5. All the application or users should use appropriate words for their user name in case of seeing any in appropriate word, that account will be deleted at the first time.

3.5. The application (users) after registration in the site should wait for an email that accept their registration and till accepting or rejecting their registration they should avoid registration in the site.

4.5. After accepting registration the users can enter the site by user name & password, they can send their article in this way.

5.5. To send the article the named file or the file with no name of the writers of the article in format word 97.2003 and file of guarantee in format jpg or bmp are prepared and the send it.
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